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Prerequisites For This Ebook

Welcome!  

Please ensure that before you begin The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse you: 

1) Have completed either of the Ascension Pathway ebooks:

a) The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light (Volume 3 - A New Light) OR
b) The Pathway To Light (Volume 6 - The Blue Canal)  

2) Have completed The Advanced Syon Cleanse.

3) Have activated (unlocked) The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse energies using the activation 
code & instructions on the next page.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.  
With love, we wish you well on your Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse journey! 

Helpful Resources For This Ebook

Sign up for free monthly Ascension Healing (sent on the 11th of the month)

Sign up for free monthly Di-Ascension Healing (sent on the 21st of the month)

Join the Love Inspiration Community Facebook Group

Download the Love Inspiration Handbook as an accompaniment to this ebook

Visit our Free Music & Relaxation webpage

Sign up for an Ascension Healing Booster

Find out how you can help

Read our Disclaimer and Copyright Information
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Activating (Unlocking) The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse Energies: 
Before opening up to these beautiful Cleansing energies, it is 
very important that you firstly activate or ‘unlock’ the 
energies and attunement in this ebook. Once this is 
completed, you will then be ready to begin!

The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using 
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies 
and attunement in this ebook. The four step process is 
outlined below and should only take you around five minutes 
or so to complete.

(For more information about the activation codes or the 
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).

1) Preparation: 
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some healing or relaxing music, light 
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience. 

2) Invocation: 
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together, fingertips touching in prayer 
position and saying the following:

3) Receiving: 
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. After this 
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!

4) Understanding: 
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and 
Prescribed Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the 
maximum benefits from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. After this, you are 
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these beautiful Divine cleansing energies! May you 
enjoy these with much love & light and with an intention to benefit all beings.

***********
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“With infinite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the 
Divine Cleansing energies of The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse.  

With the unique activation code 997321480̷ may this be so.  
May this activation benefit all beings. 

Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”
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An Outline Of The Syon Cleanse Series Levels & Timeframes: 
With much love & light we welcome you to this new layer of cleansing and purification! Please find 
below an overview of the Syon Cleanses as well as approximate timeframes for completion.
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Outline Of The Syon Cleanse Series  

Name Description Cleanse 
Duration Repetition

Can Be 
Received 

After:

The Syon 
Cleanse

Cleansing for 
recent digestion of 

known toxins, 
chemicals & 
pollutants

Approx. 15 - 20 
minutes

Repeat as many 
times as you wish 

over a 4 day period. 
Then repeat as you 

wish.

 - 

The 
Advanced 

Syon 
Cleanse

A divinely guided 
filtration system 
removing three 

layers of old 
energies & toxins.

Approx. 25 
minutes

Repeat at the end 
or beginning of 

each new phase or 
volume of energies 
that you undergo.

Pathway To Light 
(Volume 3) OR 

Unified Pathway To 
Light (Master)

The Triple 
Advanced 

Syon 
Cleanse

Three stages of 
opening, 

cleansing & repair. 
Based in the 

elements of Fire, 
Earth & Wind.

Approx. 10 -15 
minutes

Repeat every 2 - 3 
months.

Pathway To Light 
(Volume 6) OR 

Unified Pathway 
To Transcending 

The Light  
(Volume 3)

The 
Master 
Syon 

Cleanse

The surrender of 
illusion. Cleanse 
can be used on 

others also.

Approx. 20 
minutes

On the self: repeat a 
maximum of once 

per month. On 
others: repeat a 

maximum of once 
per 6 months.

Blue Light  
(Volume 2)

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Welcome To The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse!  
It is with much deep delight that we welcome you to The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse. After 
completing The Advanced Syon Cleanse, this new cleanse is another wonderful step towards a deeper 
layer of cleansing which works to uncover and purify the deepest darkness that hides within us.

The cleanse works in three stages to help firstly uncover and open any hidden 
darkness, then cleanse it, and finally repair any damage done by the darkness 
in the first place. This is certainly our most advanced Syon cleanse to date!

The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse utilises the energies of the elements Fire, 
Earth and Wind to bring about the cleansing and repairing. The energies are 
very strong and powerful and after only two days from taking the cleanse, 
much energetic work has been done. 

We are immensely grateful to have received such a deeply powerful and 
transformational energetic cleanse, helping to bring to us to cleaner, lighter 
and brighter states of being. Be prepared however for the darkness to surface 
- the energies at this cleansing level can be very stirring and bring out some 
deep low frequency vibrations.

This is of course the point of the cleanse; to help us move closer towards 
liberation! May your Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse open, cleanse and repair 
your innermost sufferings to allow you the deep transformation to infinite 
purity!
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1. Introducing The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse:
With love we wish to introduce these beautiful Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse energies with a 
message from the Guides:

The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse
“The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse is the next step up in vibration from The Advanced 

Syon Cleanse. It has it’s cleansing abilities based in the elements of Fire, Earth and 
Wind and the three symbols given include these elements. 

The great benefit of The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse is that it brings a  
deep-clean cleanse at a very high emotional frequency. It allows one to really open  

up the darkness that lies at the base of the ocean of emotion, releasing and cleansing 
past traumas, emotional ties or energetic tangles as we call them plus it also has  
the ability to repair at an infinite level. Therefore the Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse  

is called this because of it’s triple function: 

1) Opening 
           2) Cleansing 

                   3) Repairing 
At this great time in the evolution of your healing work, it is paramount to take cleansing activities 

regularly, especially those of an energetic nature. The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse is recommended to 
be taken every 2-3 months approximately and can be used in conjunction with The Advanced Syon 

Cleanse (use alternately) or on its own as you wish. 

Understanding the elemental nature of this cleanse is not necessary however it may be important to know 
that the energies in this cleanse come from very high Elemental vibrations and 
have been deeply bestowed into each symbol. Trust that these energies always 

work for your own best interests at the time, even when they stir up deep 
emotional challenges to be released.  

You are always being guided dear ones. Know this and trust this.                    
We love you immensely.The Wanderors"
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2. Completing The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse: 
In many ways, The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse is very similar to that of The Advanced 
Syon Cleanse. For example, The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse works with three 
individual symbols which help to call on the cleansing energies. The cleanse itself is very 
easily received in around 15 minutes or so and after this period of time your cleanse is 
complete. The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse can also be used on an ongoing or regular 
basis and can be used to help you to cleanse, heal and nourish your body. 

Where the Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse differs slightly is in its healing 
efficiency and in the sophistication of these new energies. And as we progress 

through the material in this section, you will no doubt see here that there 
are also some differences to be found in the inner workings of this 
beautiful cleanse and how it can help you to heal the darkness from 
within. 

Something that stands out here about this new cleanse is that these 
energies really help to burrow down into your deepest inner darkness. 

This can therefore help many kinds of old or unwanted energies & thought 
forms to be brought to the surface for healing and this is something that is 

invaluable for the journey forwards towards more light. It is also for this reason 
that we continue to suggest that these energies be called on regularly on your healing pathway. 

So now without further ado, let us introduce each of the three symbols in The Triple Advanced Syon 
Cleanse:   
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OKRADITE 
Symbol One (pronounced Ock - rah - dite)

OKRADITE How To Draw OKRADITE

1

2
3
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AMDANITE 
Symbol Two (pronounced Amm - dah - nite)

AMDANITE How To Draw AMDANITE

12

HECRODITE 
Symbol Three (pronounced Hek - roh - dite)

HECRODITE How To Draw HECRODITE

1

2
3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igsxgrCzEFc
http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Having now introduced The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse symbols, it is important that we now 
provide you with the following information so that you can understand how the cleanse works and 
how each of the individual symbols work to bring about the required healing from within. So with 
this, let us now hear from the Guides once more as they explain this beautiful cleanse in more detail:

The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse 

“The cleanse works in three stages - the three symbols: 

Stage 1 - Fire: The Fire Elemental embodied in the symbol Okradite works to 
seek out darkness and ignite it or bring it into the realms of consciousness or 

sub-consciousness for cleansing. This symbol may be slow to act as it may take 
some time for the energies to find the ‘buried treasures’ of darkness.  

At this level of healing your bodies have become very apt at keeping darkness and 
pain hidden under many obstacles. This is both a safety mechanism to avoid pain 

but it is also in many cases the egoic consciousness in control. Once the 
darkness has been found and uncovered, the Fire element must then transform it 
into a ‘cleansable format’ by igniting it in order to move it. This stage of energetic 
work may take up to 36 hours, so please do not be alarmed if there is little ‘felt’ 

in the initial time period after the symbol practice.  

Stage 2 - Earth: Here in the second stage, the Earth Elemental brings 
forth it’s powerful cleansing nature. The beautiful energies of this purifying 

element help to cleanse gently and with love any darkness it rests upon. This 
is a peaceful transaction that takes place, soothing and caressing the 

darkness until it no longer needs to be in existence. Here we give great 
thanks to the Earth Mother for lending these deeply cleansing energies for 

use in this cleanse. 

During the timeframe of this second phase you may find it beneficial to 
spend time in nature to allow your energies to be even more in contact with 
the Earth cleansing element. Alternatively, caring for and nurturing a plant 

or plants may also be of benefit. 
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Stage 3 - Wind:  At the final stage of The Triple Advanced Syon 
Cleanse, we invoke the Wind Elemental to literally help ‘blow away’ any 
damage caused by the darkness. Many times when darkness has been 

embedded within us for a period of time, it can hinder our natural growth in 
that area. When the darkness is removed or cleansed as in stage 2, it can 

still sometimes leave damaged areas that require repair. 

Once the Wind element establishes itself, like a magnet drawn in to the 
damaged area, it works quickly and efficiently to heal and repair, allowing 
full restoration. Here you may experience a feeling of rejuvenation or re-

invigoration as depleted parts of your ‘inner’ become restored again. This is 
a beautiful ending to the cleanse and here we immensely thank the Air and Wind energies for their blessings in 
the cleanse. The efficiency of this energetic phase is quite remarkable, taking as little as ten minutes to repair 

damage; some of which may have come from many past lives. It is deeply empowering to see the healing 
capabilities of our energy once the repressing and damaging darkness is removed. 

We trust that these Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse energies will be utilised well by your 
consciousness for they can provide much well-needed assistance on your pathway to 

liberation. The more that is cleansed and repaired, the more light you become - raising 
your vibration immensely for the benefit of all. The infinite benefit of all. 

Go well with deep cleansing blessings. 

Architron & The Elemental Ones” 

For further understanding on how the opening, cleansing and repairing 
process works through the three stages of the Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse, 
we have provided you with a diagram on the following page. 

The main principles and ideas in this diagram were shown to Gerry by the 
Guides and can help to give you a more visual perspective about what is 
happening here during this cleanse.    
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Stage 3 - WIND:  
Repairing

Full restoration

Stage 2 - EARTH:
Cleansing 

Stages of Opening, Cleansing & Repair  
in The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse

Normal growth

Damage 
caused by 
darkness

 Stage 1 - FIRE: 
Opening & finding the 

darkness

Abnormal 
Growth
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3. Instructions For Receiving The Triple Advanced Syon 
Cleanse / Attunement:
As with all of the Love Inspiration attunements and healing systems, we have done our very best to 
ensure that the attunement processes described here are as simple and straightforward as possible. 
Please be sure to take some time to read through this process carefully to ensure that you are 
comfortable and familiar with everything prior to receiving your attunements.

NOTE: Before you begin your cleanse, please ensure that you have 
activated (unlocked) The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse energies prior to 
commencing.

The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute process which 
unlocks the energies and gives you access to them. Once you have 
unlocked the energies, this means that you have activated your Triple 
Advanced Syon Cleanse specifically for you. 

You are therefore then ready to continue your Cleansing journey by 
working through this ebook, at your own pace and receiving the energies 
as you feel guided. 

If you have not yet activated / unlocked The Triple Advanced Syon 
Cleanse energies for yourself, you may do this by following the 
instructions on Page III of this ebook.

Once you have unlocked the 
energies and you feel ready 
t o c o m m e n c e y o u r 
attunement/cleanse, please 
open up to receiving the 
energies in line with the 
process outlined below. 

And most importantly, relax, 
o p e n a n d e n j o y y o u r 
attunement with love & 
gratitude and for the benefit 
of all. 

We hope you have  
a wonderful attunement/
cleanse!
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Let us now cover the processes to follow for completing the attunement/cleanse. 
Remember that the attunement process is the entire Triple Advanced Syon 
Cleanse and as such, there is no separate attunement. So once you have 
completed the below four steps, your attunement/cleanse will then be completed.

The attunement/cleanse process will take around 10 - 15 minutes to complete and as 
previously explained, the Guides recommend taking it every 2 - 3 months. It will help you to 
burrow down into your darkness so that those energies can be safely released from your energy 
field. We hope you enjoy your Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse!

1. Preparation: 
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 10 or so minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some healing or relaxing music, light some candles 
or burn some incense to create a nice ambience. 

2. Invoke the attunement/cleanse: 
Invoke The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse/Attunement energies by placing your hands together, 
fingertips touching in prayer position and say the following: 

3. Complete the symbol practice:
Please place the three symbols consecutively into the corresponding chakras as per the below table:
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“I open with love and surrender to request the activation  
of The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse. May it open,  

cleanse and repair all that is not yet light so that I may  
become fully immersed in the great one-ness that is  

liberation. May all infinite beings benefit. 
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.” 

Symbol  
Number

Symbol  
Name Symbol Instructions

Symbol 1 Okradite Place into the Heart Chakra for 3 - 5 minutes

Symbol 2 Amdanite Place into the Heart Chakra for 3 - 5 minutes

Symbol 3 Hecrodite Place into the Heart Chakra for 3 - 5 minutes

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Please also find below a note from the Guides about the symbol practice:

“Note that the small timeframe for each symbol practice is due to the  
fact that most of the cleansing work will happen in the two days after  

the symbol practice. It is wise to rest and ‘take it easy’ as you say  
during this two-day period to allow the healing energies to work most 

efficiently. Stress and other disharmony causes disruptions in the energy  
body and can affect the impact of the cleanse. We would therefore  
recommend a relaxed and joyous atmosphere for this time period.” 

During the actual symbol practice, it is also important to allow the energies to infuse into your 
energy system and as such, it will be important to open up and surrender to these energies. You may 
like to use the following simple affirmation given by the Guides, during your symbol practice in order 
to help you relax and open up (the cleansing energies seem to work better when we are relaxed and 
open):

However you experience the energies of the cleanse, please know that you will receive each symbol’s 
energies in accordance with what needs cleansing at the time and as always, what is in line with your 
own highest good.

4. Closing the attunement/cleanse: 
As always, it is good practice to close our cleanse/ attunement with love and gratitude. Perhaps you 
wish to say something like: 
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“With great love and gratitude, I offer my sincerest  
thanks for receiving the energies of The Triple Advanced  

Syon Cleanse. May all darkness be opened, cleansed and the 
energies repaired for the benefit of liberating all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.” 

“I Surrender”

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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4. Additional Insights: 
During the initial cleanse / attunement, Gerry didn’t feel very much as she connected with the 
first symbol. However these energies did obviously work because during stage two of the 
process, Gerry felt a huge amount of energy flowing - so much so that it actually made her 
feel quite sick! 

Soon after this, she had a vision of a past life experience where she was a 12 year old girl 
watching her mother being burned at the stake for being a ‘witch’. The grief and anger then 
started pouring out of Gerry and she became so lost in her tears and pain that the Guides had 
to remind her (three times!) to do the last symbol practice.

Therefore for yourself, no matter what happens during the cleanse, please ensure that you 
complete all three symbols and follow along with the minimum timeframes. It is fine to spend 
some additional time with each of the symbols however if you can, we would humbly suggest 
that you stick to the general timeframes prescribed by the Guides.

Please remember also about the introductory message by the Guides about the stirring up of 
old pain and how it is always for your own highest good. This teaching may be particularly 
helpful for you if you are feeling some old pains and emotional states rise during your cleanse.

During the third stage of Gerry’s cleanse, the Wind energies went to work and quite quickly 
repaired the damage from her darkness. Her energy felt soothed and the tears stopped almost 
immediately. After 15 minutes or so, Gerry felt a huge amount of energetic work had been 
completed and she was very grateful. The energies then continued to work deeply over the 
next 48 hours as the Guides had explained, to continue the soothing, cleansing & repair process.

After this experience, Marty & Gerry were guided towards noting in their diary to complete 
The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanses once every 3 months. And as part of this, they chose to 
use this cleanse as a stand alone practice (no longer feeling the need to call on The Advanced 
Syon Cleanse energies). 

Having said this, you are welcome to call on both sets of energies as you feel guided to. At 
this stage of your journey, you have ascended through many wonderful levels and as such, we invite 
you to use your own intuition to decide what works best for you and your own practice. For 
example, do you still want to continue connecting with both The Advanced & Triple Advanced Syon 
Cleanses? Or would you prefer to complete The Triple Advanced Syon Cleanse on a two or three 
monthly basis?  

As we understand it, The triple Advanced Syon Cleanse is very similar to 
The Advanced Syon Cleanse in that it will be highly effective and of great 
assistance to you as you continue to move through the Ascension 
Pathways (and beyond!). And it is for this reason that these energies have 
been introduced to you here at this stage of your Ascension Pathway!  

As you progress more and more, we are very happy to rely on your divine 
intuition so again, please feel free to call on these energies as you feel 
guided! We sincerely hope that these new energies will help you to clear 
away much internal darkness and may you be guided to move towards 
many beautiful experiences on your continued journey towards an 
ascended state of being!
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5. Final Comments: 
Congratulations on completing the Triple Advanced Syon 
Cleanse! We trust that you have enjoyed these 
beautiful energies and that they are continuing to 
work on any internal darkness that you have 
lingering in your beautiful energy system!

Please again be reminded of the importance of 
surrendering throughout these Syon cleanses 
(and in the days following) as this will often 
help any old and unwanted energies to be more 
effectively released & cleared away from your 
energy system. 

Looking forwards then, and with this course now 
being completed, we invite you to now move back into 
your chosen Ascension Pathway where you will now be 
guided into many more delicious and highly evolved sets of 
ascension based attunements!

As you continue to progress, we would again like to suggest that you use these Triple Advanced Syon 
Cleanse energies regularly and as you feel like you need them. These energies will be highly effective 
in helping you to clear and release many old and ingrained energies from within you so if you are 
feeling like you could benefit from a quick clean out, then this new tool will be very helpful!    

May  your  darkness  be 
transformed  to  light  and 
may  you  radiate  these 
beautiful energies outward 
for  the  infinite  benefit  of 
all beings!

With love & light 
blessings,

Love Inspiration & 
Maitri Foundation 
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Would You Like To Help? 

You have received these energies and teachings freely and with love due  
to the humble and altruistic grace of our donors, sponsors, teachers & 
translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and would like to help  

make them continually and freely available for others to heal, grow and  
awaken from, we lovingly invite you to help in the following ways:

Make a donation 

Sponsor an ebook 

Help us Fundraise 

Donate A Healing Session 

Donate A Reiki Event 

Share with others 

Translate for others 

Become a teacher 

Write a testimonial 

Help us improve 

Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue offering ebooks  
and courses freely for the infinite benefit of all. 

 
Blessings & Thankyou,   

Love Inspiration & Maitri Foundation 
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For the Infinite Benefit Of All 

May all be liberated from suffering. 
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